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Part environmentalism, part treasure-hunting, magnet fishing has attracted a tight group of
enthusiasts around Glasgow who cast their lines out for grenades, knives, cannon balls – and
shopping trolle ...
What’s the pull? Magnet fishing proves a catch in pandemic Scotland – a photo essay
From inspirational memoirs to personal essays and feel-good stories to important ... To purchase
the novel head to bookshop.org. Under the Udala Trees by Chinelo Okparanta. This novel from
Chinelo ...
Lesbian Visibility Week: 12 essential books you need to read including memoirs, YA
fiction and classic novels
Ten Hills Farmtells the powerful saga of five generations of slave owners in colonial New England.
Settled in 1630 by John Winthrop--who would later become ...
Ten Hills Farm: The Forgotten History of Slavery in the North
I entered the swimming pool and put my head under the water. I came out looking like a wet dog.
But I was Jewish.” Anne Douglas added the mischievous comment: “Kirk has been married to two ...
Remembering Anne Douglas, a woman of charity and a late convert to Judaism
As Barry Anderson, a former top official at the Office of Management and Budget under Presidents
Carter ... be appropriated in the Energy and Water Appropriation Bill Corps of Engineer Civilian ...
End Pet Projects: Earmarks are a Presidential Problem, Too
This architectural ensemble captivated some of the students, but under the sway of modernism the
graduate school ... a molded, handset brick water table, a carved corbel, a buttress cap, a faceted
...
Yale’s sense of place
The weather here is lovely, the air is so clear, it is a relief to get away from the smell of dead bodies
for a while.” ...
The letters that revived hope, amused, or brought deep sadness
An example from another research domain: Michael Short the Class of ’42 Associate Professor of
Nuclear Science and Engineering (NSE), had been searching for a solution to a vexing, decades-old
issue ...
Collaborators in climate action
In the raw places where cascading water had knocked ... at the Katherine Anne Porter Literary
Center, in Kyle, they are treated to a tour of the ranch. In a 2000 essay, the writer Annie Proulx ...
Let the River Run
Under the auspices of neoliberal globalization ... has long been known for its brownish “spuds,”
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sandy beaches, fabled story of Anne of Green Gables, and yes, electoral scandals. Given its
traditional ...
Transforming Provincial Politics: The Political Economy of Canada's Provinces and
Territories in the Neoliberal Era
That is why we envisioned ArchDaily as a global source of inspiration, knowledge, and tools to help
architects face this challenge. Our carefully curated, unbiased, categorized database of projects, ...
Architecture News
For nearly 140 years, the Brockhaus family kept the original under lock and key ... tourists eases
and the only sound is the lapping of water along the ghostly canals. But that doesn’t mean ...
Who Was Casanova?
I watched as she lowered the trunk under ... from Anne Frank's diary to daily yoga poses. But no
customers. Owner Mohammed Aziz asks what I am looking for. "I'm following the water delivery ...
Vendors vanishing to extinction as India hurtles forward
Photo: SBNMS/WCNE Taken under NOAA Fisheries Permit #981-1707 Great shearwaters ... “The
birds are often a very visual indicator of changing prey patterns, water temperatures, and other
ecosystem ...
New Research Provides Insight Into Shearwaters, Humpbacks, Their Prey, and Future
Management Implications
Hard numbers: Under the informal deal, the EU agrees to raise its 2030 ... in Brussels months ago
are still waiting for an appointment to deliver their official papers to the Commission chief, who is ...
POLITICO Brussels Playbook: Soaring German Greens — Michel’s Georgian dreams —
Super League collapse
Compiled by Noor Qasim In 1984, The New York Times Book Review presented a group of writers
under 40 with a simple ... we would sprinkle cool tap water on the sheets and try to sleep.
The Books That Made Me: 8 Writers on Their Literary Inspirations
A local vessel rescued four of the crew members from the water, but the fifth remains missing ... in
U.S. employment while U.S. bonds came under pressure on worries the Federal Reserve may ...
Morning Update: Pandemic death toll in first months higher than thought, analysis
shows
Though still under construction, the map already has the major mountain ranges installed. The
Mississippi River and Great Lakes, when filled with water, will contain the equivalent of two huge ...
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